Membership Benefits

Healthcare Ready serves as the one stop shop for coordination issues during disaster response. As that single point of contact with the government, Healthcare Ready makes responses more efficient by streamlining communications during times of emergency, and during normal operations.

Membership is $40,000

Coordination in disaster response:

+ Direct assistance and coordination for members to support supply chain operations.
+ Situational awareness reports and routine updates on our latest situational awareness, local & federal contacts, emergency declarations, and other pressing issues. Calls scheduled as appropriate for the situation for the length of the response.
+ We serve as an interface with the federal government and the healthcare private sector, ensuring that private sector issues can be voiced and addressed.
+ Recognition of member efforts to improve healthcare emergency response efforts.

Resilience, preparedness, and recovery:

+ Provide a unique venue to ensure the medicine delivery community (manufacturers, distributors, pharmacies) have an active voice in informing local, state, and federal policy development.
+ Recognition of key issues in annual research report and related policy publications and white papers.

Member Recognition:

+ Members receive recognition in all featured communications, references, and reports. Featured as a member in Annual Report, website and key communications.
+ Priority inclusion in media, to include: op-ed, press interviews and press releases, as well as quotes and references in white papers, reports and studies.
+ Inclusion in editorial calendar for member on one topic for a campaign for a year.

Healthcare Ready sits on HHS’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Program, CDC Partners, HPP Partners, Informal Coalition on Biodefense, National Academies of Medicine Forum on Preparedness, and a member of the National Council on Information Sharing and Analysis (ISAC).

Healthcare Ready is invited to lead and/or participate in a wide variety of working groups and calls in response to a disaster, both established and ad-hoc, depending on the situation.